Journalist, and that it was in the course of his professional investigations he saw the sights which have moved him to pen and publish this volume, we are guilty of no discourtesy in defining this as a journalist's book. That is, it contains keen observation, vivid description, ready and contagious sjmpathy, the power of impressing the reader?a journalist's merits ; combined with a deficiency in historical knowledge and a weakness in philosophic inference from facts, which are the journalist's commonest faults Thinga are wrong in this world of ours, but our author has "a pattern on his thumb" by which all may be put right. Economic and if it does so now in small issues would it be more reckless if it controlled all the industries of the nation ? As custodian of the national purse, trustee of money that represents the labours of every citizen, it dares not, then or now, unless it is prepared to face the problem of national bankruptcy.
We have dealt at some length with this book because we regard it as a popular utterance of a popular feeling. If we have condemned its schemes as Utopian and its accusations as unjust, we desire nevertheless to express our sympathy with the feeling which inspired it, and the tenderness for the suffering poor which leavens every page.
